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INTRODUCTION

STEER is a youth safe transport project based in Byron Shire. BYTE, Byron Youth Theatre in 
Education is a youth theatre group presenting short plays based on youth issues. 

STEER and BYTE developed and facilitated Safe Transport Forums with Year 10 students at 
high schools in Byron Shire during Nov/Dec 2012 as part of Safe Transport Week. The 
intention of the forums was to initiate conversations with youth about safe transport. 



BACKGROUND

STEER and BYTE have been actively engaged presenting education programs in local high 
schools for over 3 years. 

Based on conversations with youth over this time we have recognised one way to create 
behavioural change is with negative “do not do this” type messages. Such messages are 
generally associated with images and stories of injury and loss. Examples are messages such 
as ‘don’t drink and drive’, ‘don’t smoke’, ‘don’t speed’ with associated images and stories of 
horrific car crashes, cancer ridden bodies and grieving loved ones. We have found a 
resistance to behavioural change is created by focusing solely on negative messages. The 
resistance being in the form of disengagement e.g. “I’ve had enough bad news” and 
development of an optimism bias e.g. “That will never happen to me”. 

We have recognised another way to create behavioural change is by presenting positive “do 
this” type messages. Such messages are generally associated with images and stories of 
aspiration and realising highest potential. Examples are messages such as “love a road trip”; 
“travel safely”; “plan your party”; “we can get there” associated with images and stories of 
safe transport options such as rideshare networks, youth/parent transport agreements, taxi 
credit systems and community buses. We are finding positive messages associated with 
positive images and stories can create behavioural change through a combination of 
engagement e.g. “How do I get that?” and ownership e.g. “I want that”. 



FORUM SESSIONS

In the light of these findings, STEER and BYTE with the support of NRMA Insurance, 
organised Safe Transport Weeks at Byron High,  Cape Byron Steiner, Mullumbimby High and 
Shearwater Steiner Schools. A series of safe transport forums was held with Year 10 students 
featuring performances, activities and discussions focused on youth transport. 

•THEATRE PIECES
BYTE created theatre pieces based on true stories:

- “Not A Happy Birthday”: ‘theatre in the round’ about a drunk driver causing a car 
crash in which a wife out celebrating her birthday was seriously injured and her 
husband killed. 

- “Car Boot”: a young person in a car boot getting home from a party is trapped when 
the car crashes;

- “What Beautiful Hair You Don’t Have”: a beautiful girl is horrifically injured in a car 
crash;

- “Have Some F@cking Respect”: an insenstive media feeding frenzy at the funeral of 
a young person 

- “Stopped at Two”: song written and performed by a local Year 10 student about 
losing her friend in a drink driving crash

•VALUES ACTIVITY:
Students are read statements such as the following:  
“I enjoy taking risks”
“I like to speed cars”
“I would get in a car with someone who has 3 beers rather than someone who has had a 
joint”. 
In response, students are asked to move to signs on posted on walls corresponding to how 
they feel about the statement:

- Agree
- Disagree
- Unsure

Students are encouraged to discuss quietly amongst themselves reasons for choosing their 
response. And share collectively their findings. 

•Q & A and OPEN FORUM:
Students are asked to raise their hands in response to questions and discuss their thoughts 
and feelings.   



•ADS & VIDEOS:
- Jacqueline Saburido
- Bloody Legend
- Only a Mate
- Don’t 

Think 
About Red 

- STEER 

advertisement

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ej_2uT7D8yI&feature=share
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ej_2uT7D8yI&feature=share
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIYvD9DI1ZA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIYvD9DI1ZA
http://www.mafmad.com.au/past-winners/2004/only-a-mate
http://www.mafmad.com.au/past-winners/2004/only-a-mate


 



REPORT

•THEATRE PIECES 
Students appreciated the realism of the theatre pieces and the fact they were based on true 
stories. They enjoyed being part of performances presented by their peers and suggested 
theatre is an effective and powerful way of communicating information and experiences:  
“being surrounded made me feel like being in a car” - reference to Not a Happy Birthday
“I could relate to the car boot scene... it made me feel claustrophobic” - reference to Car 
Boot
“the one where the journalists asked us questions was good because it showed how the 
media always blame young people for everything” - reference to Have Some F@cking 
Respect 
“I liked the scene with the music... the song was really powerful” - reference to Stopped at 
Two

• Q & A
Students answered the following questions:
 Transport:
Who has personally experienced loss associated with a major 
     car crash     27%
Who has felt unsafe driving in a car w/ own parent/carers?   20%
Who has felt unsafe driving in a car w/ a trusted family friend   67%
Who has felt unsafe driving in car w/ brother/sister?    13%
Who has felt unsafe driving in a car w/ a trusted young friend?  83%
Who did not feel confident to speak up when feeling unsafe in a car? 48%
Who has travelled in the boot of a car?      34%
Who plans their transport before going out?     73%
Who hitchhikes?         48%
Who feels comfortable calling parent/carers at any time of night
       to get a lift home?  77%
Who has started driving?        30%
Who will start driving in the next 6 months?     60%
 Media and Communication
Who regularly reads the local paper?      18%
Who regularly listens to local radio?      12%
Who regularly listens to JJJ?        72%
Who is on Facebook?        100%
  ... who is on it daily?      80%
  ... who is on it weekly?      15%
  ... do you get useful information from it?    80%
Do you use other forms of social media?
  Twitter         15%
  Instagram        10%
 School presentations
Was the theatre presentation an effective way of communicating with you? 80%
Who prefers:

- small group presentations e.g. 20-30 students?   65%
- large whole year/multi school presentations e.g. 150 students 10%



 Wishlist
Who has an iPhone/smartphone?       34%
  ... who wants one       100% 
Who went to a festival in 2012? e.g. Woodford/Splendour/Bluesfest  14%
  ... wants to go in 2013?      90%
Who went to regional events in 2012? e.g. football game, theatre, concert 6% 
  ... wants to go in 2013?      42%
 
    
• COMMENTS, STORIES AND SUGGESTIONS:
Students were very open with stories and suggestions associated with unsafe and safe 
transport. 

 Transport Stories
“my bus driver always drives fast and sometimes slides the bus around corners”
“my bus driver has knocked down those white posts next to the road then veered over to the 
other side and almost hit a car”
“my grandmother is a really bad driver... but the more I tell her the better she is getting”
“... her driving scared me and I told her I am never getting into a car with her again and I 
haven’t”.... reference to an adult driver who is a close friend of the family

 Transport Suggestions
“when I hitch I never tell them where I want to go... I always ask them where they are going”
“I have a friend’s house in town I know I can stay at if I need to”
“getting around locally is a much bigger issue for me than getting to and from festivals and 
events... there’s normally transport for those”
“more information about Batbus and the rideshare App”
“more information on effects of drugs and alcohol on driving e.g. marijuana and pills”
“speak with Council about transport and make sure they get back to us”
“an extended ‘out of hours’ bus service for Fri, Sat and Sun... particularly to/from Ocean 
Shores and Mullumbimby”

 General Comments & Suggestions
“I find out who is going to a party and how I am getting there by talking face to face with my 
friends... calling them... texting... and on Facebook”
“I’m a bit scared about driving... all other cars are like loaded guns”... reference to getting L 
plates 
“shock value is necessary”... reference to Jacqueline Subrido video
“personal stories are really powerful”... reference to a mother who spoke with students 
recently with students about losing her son in a car crash
“one of those parent “Fishbowl” forums would be good”... reference to an open forum format 
in which youth and parent/carers take turns to tell their stories
“I liked the ad... it’s clever and makes you think”... reference to STEER “Don’t Think About 
Red” ad
“STEER should just focus on the positive stuff... if you keep talking about doom and gloom 
people will end up switching off”



SUMMARY

The safe transport forums created an environment in which theatre pieces, activities and 
videos initiated conversations with youth. Facilitating in small groups gave students 
opportunity to share their thoughts and experiences and listen to those of others. 

STEER and BYTE feel the most significant comments to come out of the forums are:
* the number of youth feeling unsafe driving in the car of their own parent/carers (20%) and 

those feeling unsafe driving in the car of a trusted family friend (67%);
* the number of youth not confident enough to speak up when feeling unsafe driving in a 

vehicle (48%);
* the number of youth hitchhiking (48%);
* the stories of youth feeling unsafe with driving on public transport;
* the need for an ‘out of hours’ bus service’.

STEER and BYTE have found initiating and maintaining person-to-person conversations 
focused on positive messages and images is the most powerful way to create behavioural 
change. 
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